
BOHEMIA DESIGN MARKET AT THE FESTIVAL LUSÓFONA 2017 
 
Date: 23.6.2017 (17:00 – 24:00) a 24.6.2017 (11:00-20:00) 
Event place 23.6.2017: Tiskárna na Vzduchu , Areál Výstaviště 67, Praha 7 
Event place 24.6.2017: Festival United Islands – Karlínské náměstí , Praha 8 
 
FREE entry 

 
We cordially invite you to the first Portuguese-Czech Design Market, which will be the official part of 
the jubilee 10th edition of the portuguese culture festival Lusófona celebrating music, theatre, dance, 
film, design and gastronomy from 22.6. until 24.6.2017 in cooperation with the festival United Islands 
of Prague. 
Bohemia Design Market in cooperation with Instituto Camões em Praga, will present during the festival 
Lusófona 2017 selection of the contemporary Portuguese and Czech independent design. On the 
23.6. at the Tiskárna na Vzduchu and 24.6. at the festival United Islands – Karlínské náměstí. 
 
From the portuguese designers you can look forward to see the original products from young design 
studio O João e a Maria , which is also part of the project OFF PORTUGAL with their product CMYK. 
At the moment they work on their new project 360º UNDER WATER , where they have created a 
ceramic 3D printer which moves with the force of water through a watermill, activating at the same 
time a potter's wheel and a extruder that prints ceramic containers. 

Margarida Fabrika, a portuguese brand of ceramics, created by the designer Margarida M. Fernandes 

since 2010. Margarida's work has been inspired, most of the time, in the kitchen atmosphere and in 
all that is relatively to this basic need of  life, food and cooking. Her interest in collecting objects from 
the past, has influenced and enriched her craft production.  
From interior design we will present brand SUGI based in the Azores. Their  focus is mainly to make 
frames with the best woodworking technichs and their greatest concern is the origin of the wood they 
use. Mix aestetics with etics its their ultimate goal.  
Barru Pottery creates natural organic ceramics with modern design, where everything is handmade by 
local artisans. Barru Pottery has born in Redondo, Alentejo that has always been land of potters, we 
are a young pottery comitted to continuing the art of handmade ceramic for tableware and dinnerware 
with a new soul and new design, tailored to demands of modern life. 
You will be pleased with the authentic illustrations and accessories from recycled paper from the brand 
Purple Pineapple Design , where their passion for stationary and illustration comes together. They are 

a team of two designers who started out by creating small notebooks with illustrated covers, made out 
of recycled paper.  Today they own a small company based in the sunny coast of Lisbon, and besides 
the stationery items they also design logos and create wedding imagery. 
Nerikan was born with the love of Ana Neri - artist, and Raphael Redkan - manager, and combines 

influences and traditional techniques from all around the world, carrying their history, nature and local 

culture. The collection of their accessories was designed specially for the Lusófona 2017, to spread 

portuguese culture, mainly the sea based communities and portuguese language. 

From the czech original and independent design we will present crystal glass carafes from 
Lucie Nepasicka , there will be original jewellery from Petra Hamplova, Sylvie Majerova, a Alena 
Heinrichova creating under her brand byAdrianet.  
You can also see unique vinyl works from Ivan Jurečka and slow fashion brands K.BANA and Košilela. 
 
Vision of the project Bohemia Design Market is support and offer more possibilities of presenting 
czech and foreign independent creativity, the interconnection of talented artists, designers and 
interesting projects. Encourage meaningful meetings and establish the international cooperation. 
 
Kateřina Lukášová 
Founder of Bohemia Design Market        
Facebook event 
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